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Tracklist
A Red Lantern (Parts 1 & 2) 17:05
B Red Lantern (Part 3)

16:58

C Blue Lantern (Part 1)

14:54

D Blue Lantern (Part 2)

14:59

Companies, etc.
Pressed By – MPO
Mastered At – 3345 Mastering

Credits
Artwork – Theo*
Lacquer Cut By – NS*

Notes
2x12” gatefold w/hand-drawn artwork and matte finish.
180g crystal vinyl w/ additional red/blue colour.
Bonus poster.
Limited to 500 copies worldwide with no represses.
No durations or exact track titles appear on release apart from inner gatefold artwork where left
hand side has "Red Lantern" and right hand has "Blue Lantern".

Barcode and Other Identifiers
Matrix / Runout (Side A runout): AI 01 A MPO NS
Matrix / Runout (Side B runout): MPO AI 01 B
Matrix / Runout (Side C runout): MPO AI 01 C
Matrix / Runout (Side D runout): AI 01 D MPO

Comments about Lanterns - Deepchord
Ygglune
High above the ground of earth in the space above the clouds where little changing winds play their
game - there is a moment like and in a dream, streaming ambient dub waves from a place many
many miles away...deeeeeep !sound and design: impressive. The colored vinyls are spinning
diamonds.
Araath
Fortunately found a decent MP3 rip on a blog but would prefer a physical copy. Did some
background reading and the decision not to repress is apparently more Rod's than the labels. They
could shift another 500 or 1000 copies of this easily but Rod doesn't want it repressed. Seems a bit
strange but i love the guys music so will accept a bit of artistic perversity I guess!
Realistic
It 100% is his decision. AI have said that publicly before.
Nilasida
Astral Industries is not run by Rod, and doubt that would be his decision
Snowskin
Great album however I am sad that good music can become so quickly inaccessible to others.
Ferne
It did feel like it was available one minute then gone the next. I was just thinking about buying it
from juno (which is where I get most of my music) then it was no longer for sale and on here priced
at silly money. So I agree with the OP
Enila
I agree with you, that release was overpriced. Can't understand the no repress / no digital bullshit,
i'm ok with limited pressings but once sold out than they can release MP3. (even if they release both
mp3 & vinyl at the same time i'm sure the vinyl will be sold out quickly)
Ann

Its was available for less for a while; released 2 years ago now, so wasn't super quick to be
inaccessible. I guess that's perspective, and how fast one finds fresh material. But I agree they
should release it on CD so anyone can have it. I mean CD's don't = Repress since its a different
format? haha Initially it was $50 usd + shipping to states, which is pretty expensive to start.so not
surprising that its double. unfortunately Would like to stop playing the records as often and get a CD
or black version. all though they are some of the best presses i have and seem to not be prone to
clicks and pops
MEGA FREEDY
This needs a cd release at more reasonable price. I love coloured vinyl and deluxe artwork but the
prices even when newly released were way out of the ballpark. Off to find an MP3 to listen to in the
meantime....
inetserfer
you can convert youtube video into mp3, it's free :)
ME
amazing release! very fresh and you can clearly hear his evolution. Rod did it again. But prices are
ridiculous here! I'd pay happily if the money would go to rod.
Timberahue
I purchased mine new, and may get a second to hold on to. Which I never do. This record is simply
that good, I play it often and advise to pull the trigger before its at prices that are 3xand 4x the cost
(I.e. $200) It was initially $50 us plus shipping, but an incredible package and the pressing quality is
top notch in terms of sound.
Risky Strong Dromedary
Stand out release from Deepchord here. Not re-releasing old music or sounds paying tribute to the
past... Fresh, fat, timeless music form the unknown..
Vudomuro
Amazing release, one of the best from DeepChord I think
Rit
Lush, deep, get lost in the mix kind of tracks. I haven't heard such loopy-without-sounding-loopy
material from Rod Modell since his CV - "Movement" release on Octal. This is, of course, much more
chill than that... nice long track durations, some aquatic vibe moments, reminding me a bit of classic
Hallucinator on Chain Reaction. Highly recommend. Artwork & packaging is breathtaking.
Vichredag
of the very best music I've heard this year, and I doubt red lantern part 3 will be topped by anything.
Manarius
Absolutely brilliant, deep spaced out grooves from Mr Modell.This has the same feel that Hash Bar
Loops has, very washed out percussion and woozy hypnotic, tripped out atmospheres.The sound
quality of this coloured vinyl is absolutely unbelievable, second to none!Superb album 5/5
Goltizuru

Definately the best dub techno release of this year.Most colored vinyl sounds poor, but this one
sounds perfect!Very special release in every way.
Mr.Savik
One of the best DeepChord releases I've heard, can't recommend this one enough! If you loved
"Hash Bar Loops" as much as I did this one is an absolute must!
Rigiot
Brilliant! Juno STILL has a few copies for £34.95 so get in QUICK!!!!
Tisicai
actually there is around 200 copies wwd. brilliant deep dub techno
Bukus
he's right, only half were made available to shop, more are coming
Slowly writer
Not according to the label. Label states 500 copies, check their facebook page.
Ka
I wasn't certain about the artwork, since it's a real obvious departure from Rod's usual design
aesthetic, but once I could hold it in my hands and look at all of it, I realized it's remarkable. Very
unique, detailed and sure to be interesting imagery to get lost in with the wax on a platter and a
wine glass in my hand...
Gom
My favorite purchase this year, an absolute must for lovers of DeepChord/Echospace, over 60
minutes of audio bliss in superb packaging, the brilliant Rod Modell strikes again!
Hugighma
Probably one of the best dub techno records this year. Great artwork too. Must have!

Related Music albums to Lanterns by Deepchord
Lantern Lights - Lantern Lights
Rock / Pop

Mansun - Attack Of The Grey Lantern
Rock

DJ Green Lantern - Hip Hop Sessions / Volume 4
Hip hop

Screaming Trees - Invisible Lantern
Rock

The Black Lantern - Helicopter/Bombs Away 7-inch
Rock

Mac Rybell - The Lantern / The Shadow
Rock

Pierrot Lunaire - Lantern Floating Vessel
Electronic

Bradley Drop & DJ Lantern - That Girl Is
Electronic

Green Lantern - Shade 45 Sirius Bizness
Hip hop

Samhain - The Legend Of Jack O'Lantern
Electronic

